Ulrich Peltzer has authored five novels (most recently *Part of the Solution*, Seagull Books 2011); a book on poetics (as part if the distinguished *Frankfurt Poetics* series), and co-authored several film scripts (with the Berlin school filmmaker Christoph Hochhäusler). Along the way he has won many of German's biggest literary prizes: the Bremen Literary Prize (2003); the Berlin Literary Prize (2008); The Düsseldorf Literary Prize (2008); the Heinrich Böll Prize (2011); the Carl Amery Prize (2013). A member of the prestigious “Academy of the Arts” in Berlin, Peltzer will be here to present his new novel (due out in summer 2015) as well as the film he co-wrote with Hochhäusler: *Unter dir die Stadt / The City Below*.

**Monday, April 6, 4:30pm**  
**Literary Reading**  
A.D. White House  
**Reception to follow**

**Tuesday, April 14, 6pm**  
**Compact Seminar**  
*Die Ästhetik des Politischen*  
110 A.D. White House

**Thursday, April 9, 7pm, Film Forum, Schwartz Center**  
**Film and Discussion**  
*Unter dir die Stadt / The City Below (2010)*  
A German film (with subtitles) directed by Christoph Hochhäusler of the “Berlin School” and co-written by Ulrich Peltzer.

**Thursday, April 16, 4:30pm**  
**Cornell Lecture on Contemporary Aesthetics**  
*Lesend Schreiben*  
A.D. White House  
**Reception to follow**